The performance of solid oxide cells is known to be dependent upon the density of three phase boundaries (TPB), but the potential for improving their effective electrocatalytic activity by morphological adjustments is imprecisely known. A spilling algorithm was developed to characterize the surfaces available for diffusion at TPBs. It scans each slice in a 3-D imaging dataset to measure the interfaces between the solid and the pore phases at each TPB. Because of the stereological approach, these surfaces are defined as "available lengths" (L A ). The measurement was tested on artificial packed spheres structures with controlled properties and a percolation theory-based model before application to a real Ni-YSZ. The L A distributions cover 2 orders of magnitude. The subset shorter than the extent of diffusion profiles reported in the literature is in the range of 3% and 20% for Ni and YSZ, respectively, suggesting possible limitations of their effective electrocatalytic properties. The average L A is larger on YSZ than on Ni, which is a trend opposite to the phase diameter. The available length analysis revealed microstructural characteristics that stem from the manufacturing route and cannot be identified by the inspection of standard metric and topological properties. A strong correlation between the available length and the extension of TPB lines is observed for Ni but not for YSZ, despite the predominance of convex shapes, which likely originates from the Ni reduction. This suggests possibilities for controlling the available length by the manufacturing route, depending specifically on the electrocatalytic properties of the phases in composite materials.
Introduction
The electrochemical performance of solid oxide fuel and electrolysis cell (SOC) electrodes depends on the density and activity of their three-phase boundary (TPB) sites, which are the geometrical intersections between the pore and solid phases in heterogeneous materials. Intuitively, two aspects are relevant for the quality of the sites. First, the transport of oxygen anions, gas species and electrons through the electrode material from the electrolyte, gas channel and electron current collector to the TPB sites must be efficient, e.g. Refs. [1, 2] . Second, the morphology near the sites can influence locally the supply of products and reactants that diffuse through the porous composite [3e6] .
A variety of composite materials have been developed to obtain efficient transport, electro-catalytic properties and chemical and mechanical compatibility with adjacent layers and stack components. An example is the Ni-YSZ (yttria-stabilized zirconia) cermet, which is the most widely used fuel electrode material. In a first approximation, the electrode performance scales with the density of connected TPBs. Further analyses show that the local morphology and network topology play a role for the accessibility mainly by the transport of oxygen ions, which can be affected by narrow necks and tortuous pathways [2] . The present study extends the analysis to the characterization of the morphology near the local TPB sites. The linear relation between the TPB density and the polarization resistance of Ni-YSZ has been established using patterned electrode experiments [7] , in which the details of the reaction kinetics were qualitatively analysed [8] . This setup geometry eliminates gas transport limitations that can occur in porous electrodes and facilitates the accurate measurement of the total TPB length. Nevertheless, few studies attempted to analyse specifically the impact of surface-diffusion processes associated to each elementary step on the charge-transfer resistance. In the case of controlled TPB geometries, this effect is not noticeable, but as stated by Bessler et al. [9] among others, the morphology close to the TPBs is expected to impact performance, limiting the diffusion of surface species under polarization. For this type of calculations, the TPB is not treated as a geometrical line but as a region with a size that represents the extent of the reaction zone [10] .
Few studies attempted to investigate the spatial variation of surface coverage under polarization on patterned Ni-YSZ electrodes as a function of "available length", which corresponds in a 2-D geometry to the width of ribbons on the Ni and YSZ phases. In a reticulate microstructure, such a length relates to the interfacial surface area (ISA) between the pore and solid phases surrounded by TPB lines. The outcome of the analyses mentioned above suggests an extension ranging from a few nanometers to 100 nm on the Ni surface and from 100 nm up to a few microns on the YSZ surface. One such seminal mechanistic study of the hydrogen oxidation and reduction on patterned Ni-YSZ anodes was performed by Vogler et al. [3] . Hydrogen-spillover was identified as the most likely ratelimiting step. Simulations under polarization showed almost no gradient on the Ni surface, while on the YSZ side, surface diffusion profiles were in the range of 100 nm. The difference is principally due to the fast diffusivity of hydrogen on Ni and, in general, it can be stated that adsorption/desorption kinetics are faster than surface diffusion. Goodwin and co-workers [4] adopted a similar approach to that of Vogler et al., but implemented the splitting of the YSZ surface sites into two groups, surface oxygen and zirconium sites. The results were qualitatively similar, with however a higher extension of the diffusion profiles on the YSZ sites reaching up to 2 mm due to the smaller surface diffusion coefficients. Hanna et al. [11] also developed numerical and analytical models for the oxidation of CO. In this case, the simulations indicate a gradient of CO coverage extending up to 10 nm from the TPB at an applied overpotential of 0.5 V.
At a first appraisal, the references discussed above would suggest a limited effect of surface transport, based on the inspection of indirect and averaged measurements of the available length. The actual impact on the overall electrochemical performance remains however imprecisely known, because the complexity of heterogeneous electrode microstructure may result in local limitations in the case of insufficiently extended surfaces at the TPBs.
The advance of x-ray and electron microscopy methods for the 3-D imaging of SOC electrodes enabled the direct measurement of properties such as connected TPB density and interfacial surface areas (ISA) [12] . At a first appraisal and from a strict geometric standpoint, a first estimate of the average available length (L A,av ) in reticulate SOC microstructures can be calculated as the ratio between the measured ISA (between pore and each solid i) and total TPB density (Eq. (1)).
This calculation is expected to underestimate the actual available diffusion length. In a voxelized representation, it indeed assumes that each ISA unit element is assigned to a single TPB unit length, whereas in reticulate electrode microstructures the surfaces available for diffusion are expected to overlap. Table 1 lists examples of average available lengths computed for Ni-YSZ based on published 3-D focused ion beam e scanning electron microscopy (FIB-SEM) studies of pristine materials. The first Ni-YSZ reconstruction is of 17 Â 10 Â 19 mm 3 with isometric voxels of 7 nm [13] .
Additional data from the study by Joos et al. [14] is added for comparison.
The average available length on Ni ranges from 50 to 60 nm for the two cases considered. The references discussed above do not suggest a limitation for the surface transport of species. In contrast, the average available length on YSZ is larger, between 120 and 170 nm. The preliminary results indicate that the first estimate of the average available length provided by Eq. (1) is comparable to the length of diffusion profiles reported in literature. The average available length computed in Table 1 does not account for the complexity of the reticulate Ni-YSZ microstructures. In reality, a distribution of available lengths is expected. Visual inspection of 3-D reconstructions suggests that the subset of available lengths much smaller than the computed average may not be negligible. Consequently, charge transfer may be locally limited at these sites, affecting the overall electrode performance.
The purpose of this study is the 3-D characterization of the distribution of the available length on the solid phases. An algorithm capable of measuring lengths related to each TPB has been developed. Tests on artificial packed spheres structures with controlled properties were performed first for validation, before application of the method to a Ni-YSZ electrode material selected as an example of a real SOC microstructure. The possibilities to obtain detailed information about the microstructure using the developed available length measurement were explored with a focus on the understanding of the relation between the size and shape of TPB regions and the extension of the locally-measured available lengths. A first analysis of the consequences for the electrode performance was performed based upon the lengths of diffusion profiles reported in the literature.
Materials and methods

Experimental
The Ni-YSZ material used for both the functional and supporting layers in SOLIDpower anode-supported cells [15] has been imaged by 3-D FIB-SEM serial sectioning [12, 16, 17] . The imaged pristine sample comes from a pristine cell after reduction in a short stack at 800 C. The cell sample was fractured to expose the interface between the Ni-YSZ anode and the YSZ electrolyte, then impregnated, polished mechanically with sandpaper up to 0.5 mm and gold coated.
The region close to the interface with the electrolyte was then imaged by FIB-SEM serial sectioning with a SEM acceleration voltage of 1.7 kV, current of 1.7 nA and 1 ms dwell time (Zeiss Crossbeam 540). Data from the energy-selective backscatter (ESB) and in-lens secondary electron detectors was recorded. Before the acquisition, fiducial marks consisting of groves embedded into Pt and C coatings for protection and grayscale contrast were milled to adjust the position of the FIB. This procedure allows maintaining the thickness variation of the slices below the nanometer to guarantee isometric voxels and improve the accuracy of the postprocessing slice alignment using a Fiji [18] script.
The reconstructed volume was 17 Â 10 Â 19 mm 3 with isometric voxel sizes of 7 nm. The ESB and in-lens detector data were combined to facilitate the removal of artefacts due to minor resin impregnation and decomposition. A 3-D bilateral filter was applied before segmentation using Matlab routines with calls to Avizo for image gradient and watershed transform computations. As described in Ref. [2] significant changes in the standard metric and topological properties were not observed after resampling at 10 nm.
Methodology
The method developed to locally measure the available length (L A ) on the two solid phases associated to each TPB in segmented 3-D FIB-SEM reconstructions is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The algorithm scans the reconstructed segmented volumes (Fig. 1a ) slice by slice along the 3 directions (X, Y, Z) ( Fig. 1b ). In this two-dimensional digitized representation, each TPB of unit length is a point and each diffusion surface on a solid phase is a line, defined as the available length L A . This stereological approach is valid under the assumption that all portions of the structure and all directions of measurement are equally represented (uniformity and isotropy) [12, 19] . Moreover, the developed measurement relies on the simplification that in a 3-D structure the diffusion of surface species driven by the electrochemical reaction occurs perpendicularly to the considered TPB of unit length. The real situation is expected to be more complex in particular in narrow regions, where the diffusion gradients may develop following directions where the density of free sites is higher.
An example of the available lengths detected on a section in the 3-D dataset is displayed in Fig. 1c , in blue and red. TPBs (in green) are recognized when all the three phases are present in four adjacent voxels (e.g. Fig. 1b ). The validity of a TPB is treated following a set of rules and the consistency of paths along the solidpore interfaces with two-dimensional 4-neighborhood, i.e. shared edges, applied first on the four voxels forming the TPB, then an expanded window of 16 voxels.
In the case two voxels of the same solid phase (white or dark grey in Fig. 1b ) are located diagonally, the TPB is not valid because the pore is not connected directly with the remaining solid phase. On the contrary, in the case of two diagonal pores voxels, two distinct TPBs are documented. A valid TPB may be discarded if the surrounding voxels do not form a consistent pathway. A4 by 4 screening window comprising the 12 neighboring voxels to the TPB element is inspected to ensure that the TPB has 4-neighborhood connection with the exterior of the window through both the solid and pore phase voxels in the dataset throughout the potential start of the path. The pore neighboring voxels located in the four Table 1 Total TPB and interfacial surface area for pristine Ni-YSZ from the literature and computed average available length (L A,av ). ISA values were adjusted by multiplying for the factor p/6 to estimate the actual surface area from the digitized volume assuming close to spherical shapes. corners are discarded if adjacent only to perpendicular solid phases voxels. The initial solid voxel connected to the TPB from which the spilling starts must then be identified. In the case of non-unique possibilities, the voxels connected to the pore voxels and with 4neighborhood connectivity with the solid voxels of the TPB are kept.
Finally, pore voxels are discarded if not connected to the solid phase at TPB and to its exterior continuation. In the case of diagonal pore voxels intersected by two diagonal solid voxels, only one is considered valid based on its position.
Once the solid voxels outside the TPB are identified, discrete values are assigned for the initial pathway length depending on the possible geometrical combinations within the 4 by 4 window (values equal to 1, 2, 1.707 or 2.707 voxels). This procedure was implemented in an attempt to reduce measurement noise for low lengths, but did not significantly affect the measurements for the structures considered in this study.
The spilling then proceeds over each solid phase along the interface with pores to follow the evolution of the morphology while guarantying the 8-connectivity of the solid and pore phases pathways. The grey line in Fig. 1d ("I") illustrates how the proposed algorithm proceeds along the pore-solid interface considering 1 voxel in the case of a linear path and √2 voxel for a diagonal path. The accuracy provided by methods differing in terms of assumptions and implementation complexity is compared in Fig. 1e . The length measured by the implementation selected for the present study (grey "I" in Fig. 1d ) lies in-between simple voxel counts (blue in Fig. 1e ) and voxel edge count (red in Fig. 1e ), which respectively underestimate and overestimate the length. It provides similar accuracy for the present test case as the method "R" (green in Fig. 1d ), which is expected to be more rigorous but more complex to implement. Tests of the proposed algorithm ("I") on circles further indicate that the error on the measured perimeter is in the range of 8e12% for radii ranging from 100-10 voxels.
The measurement procedure verifies that each voxel belonging to the considered solid phase is in contact with at least one pore voxel to guarantee the consistency of the followed path. The spilling algorithm stops when either another TPB or the exterior of the volume is reached, as visible in Fig. 1c . In the latter case, the measured lengths were documented but not included in the presented results. This also implies that the available length for each TPB is only part of the associated length measured by the spilling algorithm, which can be considered as half in a first approximation (assumption of symmetry in all cases). In addition, the algorithm guarantees consistent behavior when complex bifurcation possibilities are met. In fact, a single length can be shared in rare cases by three different TPBs in the case of singularities or remaining errors from the segmentation process.
In the volumes considered in the present study, approximately 1e2% of the detected TPBs did not comply with the validity and initial 4-neighborhood conditions. 6e9% of the measured lengths were touching the boundary of the volumes and therefore documented but discarded for the analyses. The percentage of lengths that could not be tracked because of bifurcation problems was less than 1%. The list of valid measured lengths is used to generate by binning an estimate of the probability density function for each pore-solid interface, considering either the full list corresponding to the total TPB or the subset of connected TPBs. The common logarithm of the available length is used as an independent variable.
For validation purposes, artificial packed spheres volumes were generated with controlled particle radii, volume fraction and particle neck sizes, as described in Ref. [20] . Besides available length measurements, standard microstructural properties, i.e., the interfacial surface area, volume fractions, total and connected TPB density were computed using the methods described in Refs. [21, 22] . The phase size distributions were calculated based on the phase volume that can be filled with overlapping spheres of a given size e.g. Refs. [23, 24] and the coordination number was calculated after skeleton-based partitioning of each phase [2, 25] .
Results and discussion
Validation
A comparison of the measurements performed in the three primary directions (x,y,z) indicates the isotropy of the considered pristine Ni-YSZ volume in terms of available length (L A ) (not shown). The measured probability densities are spread over about two orders of magnitude and are further characterized by larger noise at lower lengths. As anticipated, the digitized volume representation can be a limitation for the proposed measurement, which does not allow the features of the microstructure close to the spatial resolution of the dataset to be characterized accurately. This is illustrated in Fig. 2a with the probability density distribution of the available length on Ni measured on the volume sample with the native 7 nm isometric voxel size (solid line) and after resampling at 15 nm (dashed line). The difference is small for lengths >20 nm and does not severely affect the global trend in the shape of distribution, but it becomes unstable for smaller lengths. The corresponding thresholds assigned after visual inspection are indicated by the vertical dashed lines. Below this limit, the data is considered statistically unreliable, even though the general trend may still convey qualitative information. Fig. 2a also compares the distributions obtained with the spilling algorithm and the simplest approach in Fig. 1d and e based on the counting of the voxels in the considered solid phase that form the interface with pores (dashed blue line in Fig. 2a ). The trend is qualitatively similar, but the spilling algorithm provides increased stability for lengths smaller than 150 nm, which account for more than~30% of the detected L A and associated TPBs and henceforth improves the detection capability.
The algorithm was tested on a series of artificially-generated randomly-dispersed packed sphere structures, produced with the in-house code described in Ref. [20] . The computed means of the measured available length distributions (L A ) were compared with predictions from a percolation theory-based model. Indeed, the artificially-generated volumes are intuitively expected to comply best with the assumptions of percolation theory, which is based on a representation of the structure as spheres [26] . The details of the percolation model derivation are reported in Appendix A.
The artificial structures were generated by imposing solid volume fractions and fixed particle diameters for the two solid phases ( Table 2) . A single variation of the intra-phase neck size was also tested (median of the neck size distribution of 0.21 and 0.26 mm).
The first five structures have the same combinations of particle sizes but different volume fractions, while the sixth was generated using input values that are close to the measurements on the Ni-YSZ (Section "2.1 Experimental" and corresponding measured properties later in Table 3 ). The parameters used for the artificial volume generation were used as input to the model based on percolation theory. The computed mean of the available length distribution (L A ) and the calculation by the percolation theory model are listed in Table A1 .
The comparison between the available length (i) measured on the artificial packed sphere and 3-D electron microscopy volumes and (ii) computed by the percolation model is summarized in Fig. 2b . The ratios of the mean of the available length distributions (L A; Ni =L A; YSZ ) measured on the packed spheres and real structures are reported on the x-axis. The ratios of the available lengths computed with the percolation model lie on the y-axis. The overall alignment along the 45 dashed line highlights the qualitative agreement between the two approaches for the artificial structures, as well as for the investigated Ni-YSZ material. Analyzing the artificial structures with same diameter (corresponding to points 1 to 5 in Fig. 2b ), points 1 and 2 are almost adjacent on the chart despite the differences in neck size among particles. The ratio appears to increase monotonically with that of the volume fraction of the second phase (Ni, points 1e5). Point 6 also follows this trend in the available length measurement dataset, despite the differences in diameter. The black circle 7 referring to the real Ni-YSZ structure is characterized by lower ratios. In this case, the input diameters for the percolation model were selected by choosing the median of the phase size distribution measured by the code described in Section "2.2 Methodology", while the ratios on the y-axis were retrieved from the available length distributions discussed later in Fig. 3 .
The available lengths computed with the percolation theorybased model depend on the estimated specific surface of the spherical particles (S i-j ) and the inter-phase coordination number (Z i-j ), as expressed in Eq. A12. This is in line with the observed dependence on the volume fraction, which is reflected on the magnitude of the ratios of measured ISAs (4: ISA Pore-Ni /ISA Pore-YSZ ¼ 1.46 and 5: 0.59, see Table A1 ). In fact, the phases are complex and reticulate in the real Ni-YSZ structure (points 7), resulting in a lower ratio of 0.35, compared to the more homogeneous packed sphere volumes generated with similar volume fraction and mean phase diameter. This implies a lower ratio in Fig. 2b .
Available length in the Ni-YSZ microstructure
The quantitative agreement between the available lengths measured by the spilling algorithm on artificial structures and model predictions suggests that the developed measurement captures from a volume-averaged perspective the expected dependence on the variation of standard microstructural parameters, such as volume fractions and particle sizes. The results also suggest that the percolation-based model can capture trends for the real Ni-YSZ structure. The model does however not inform about the distribution of the available length, which is a limitation for the precise analysis of the size and shape of TPB regions. The detailed analysis of the Ni-YSZ real structure in this section is therefore performed using the developed spilling algorithm.
As described in Section "2.2 Methodology", the detected available lengths that touch the boundary with the exterior are Table A1 . discarded for the analysis. However, because of the relatively large size of the two analysed volumes compared to the measured available lengths, still 90e94% are considered valid, which is not expected to affect the relevance of the study ( Table 3 ). The total TPB counts, i.e. half of the spilling iterations, was approximately 4,10 6 . The results listed in Table 3 also highlight a limitation of the model based on percolation theory. As discussed previously, the ratio is correctly captured, but not the absolute value. The discrepancy is comparatively less for the packed-sphere volumes (Table A1) , which indicates that the Ni-YSZ electrode microstructures significantly differs from a representation by mono-sized phase particles. The distribution of the available lengths measured in Ni-YSZ are shown in Fig. 3c . The sixth packed spheres volume (number 6 in Table 2 ) generated using properties similar to the Ni-YSZ FIB-SEM reconstruction is reported for comparison in Fig. 3f . In each plot, the distributions corresponding to the total (connected þ unconnected) and effective (connected only) TPBs are displayed with a continuous curve and a dotted curve, respectively. The vertical lines indicate the mean of the distribution L A in the case of total TPBs. The comparison of the ISA and integral of the non-normalized available length distribution informs about the portion of ISA between the pore and the solid phases that is visited by spilling from the TPB, i.e. that is relevant for the electrochemical performance, without however considering overlap among directions.
The distribution of L A on YSZ is shifted toward larger lengths compared to Ni. This qualitatively depends on the more reticulate YSZ microstructure as illustrated in Fig. 3a and b , where a cropped cross-section in the Ni-YSZ 3-D dataset is displayed with related color-coded available lengths. In particular, the lengths on Ni are on average shorter and visually less tortuous with respect to YSZ. This trend complies with the ratios of the ISA reported in Table 1 , the ISA pore-YSZ in Ni-YSZ being approximately three times larger than ISA pore-Ni . Hence, the shift between the distribution for Ni and YSZ as well as the computed mean values indicated by the vertical lines follow the expected trend. The mean values of the measured available length distribution L A is higher than the estimated averaged available length L A,av presented in Table 1 . A reason is that Eq.
(1) assumes that each ISA unit element is assigned to a single TPB unit length, whereas the spilling algorithm can visit an ISA unit element several times. Assuming that each available length is shared by two TPBs, the computed mean of the available length distributions corresponds to sufficient values that allow a developed diffusion profile of the surface species up to close to the equilibrium, according to the literature data discussed in the "Introduction". The difference between the available length distributions for the total and effective TPB density is limited in terms of shape. The slight shift of the distributions toward longer lengths indicates that the available lengths associated to isolated TPBs are on average slightly smaller than the average values.
The available length distributions computed on the artificial structures generated to mimic the Ni-YSZ microstructure (number 6 in Table 3 ) are provided in Fig. 3f for comparison. Because the structure is made of interconnected spheres, an available length measured by the spilling algorithm can spread over more than one spherical particle, which is not accounted for in the percolation model based on reasoning at the particle scale. There is a correspondence with Fig. 3c , including the mean values. The shape of the distribution for Ni is however better captured than that for YSZ, as could be anticipated because the latter structure visually deviates more from a packed sphere representation. The measurements also show increased variability for lengths below approximately 4 voxels, for the same reasons as discussed previously in the Section "2.3 Validation".
Microstructural analysis
The measured available length distributions indicate that estimates using Eq. (1) or the percolation theory are limited to the discussion of trends related to the trade-off between TPB density and ISAs. In this section, the microstructural information provided by the developed available length measurement is investigated in further detail, in particular with regard to the morphology near the TPBs. A first extension of the analysis provided in the previous section is to analyse the relationship between the two available lengths on each phase associated to a same TPB. Indeed, the electrocatalytic activity of a TPB can be limited by the morphology of one of the two pore-solid interfaces (or both (hereafter referred to as "individual" (I) and "combined" (II) limitation, respectively), as illustrated in Fig. 4a .
The occurrence of the combined and individual limitation cases illustrated in Fig. 4a is investigated by generating the bi-variate probability density of the available length (Fig. 4b) . The results indicate a correlation between the available length on Ni and YSZ, e.g. TPBs with a large available length on Ni also benefit from a larger available length on YSZ. The contrary is less clear, which suggests that the local extent of the ISA pore-YSZ does not necessarily influence that of ISA pore-Ni . The bivariate distribution is almost not populated below the 45 line, indicating that the constraint L A,YSZ > L A,Ni locally holds in the microstructure. These characteristics are not observed in the artificial packed spheres structures (not shown) and they may arise from the manufacturing route of the Ni-YSZ cermet. The synthesis starts with the sintering of the NiO and YSZ powders at around 1400 C, followed by the reduction of NiO around 800 C, which results in an increase in porosity from typically 8% to 27e29% for the studied Ni-YSZ material [13] . The comparatively high sintering temperature (e.g., LSM-YSZ composites are sintered at lower temperature) and foremost significant concurrent movement of the Ni phase therefore results in a pristine Ni-YSZ microstructure that deviates from the random distribution obtained after powder mixing. Indeed, the relocation of the Ni phase on YSZ is expected to favor configurations of low energy.
The manufacturing route of Ni-YSZ materials may further result in a relation between the shape of the TPB lines and the local morphology, which conveys microstructural information. To test this possibility, the available length data is in a first step projected on the 3-D sample volume to visually appreciate the relation between the shape of the TPB lines and the local morphology. For each solid phase, the data retrieved by scanning in the three directions is merged into a single volume for display and object-based analysis. Each TPB element, i.e. the 4 voxels forming a TPB of unit length is assigned a value corresponding to the measured available length (rescaled over 16 bits), keeping the higher value in the case of voxels forming TPBs oriented in different directions. The rationale for this simplification is that the electrochemical reaction is less or not limited at all if the length in one direction is sufficient.
In a second step, the TPB lines are identified as distinct objects in the 3-D dataset to quantitatively investigate the potential correlation between their shape and available lengths. For this purpose, labelling and skeletonization are combined, for the separation into TPB objects and their classification, respectively. The number of disconnected spatial graphs in the Ni-YSZ volume, i.e. of separate TPB skeleton line objects is approximately 12000. For each solid phase, the arithmetic average of the available length on each TPB line is computed. The skeletonized TPB regions are further classified into two categories defined as "loops" and "open lines". As the names suggest, the first corresponds to a mildly tortuous circular path without starting or ending points. In principle, all the TPB regions should form a closed path or traverse the full electrode volume. In the present case, the "open lines" therefore reach the boundary of the volumes with the exterior. However, a discontinuity in the TPB line is seldom induced because of the low percentage of TPBs identified as not valid by the spilling algorithm, as discussed in Section 2.2 Methodology. Fig. 5aed shows the reconstructed TPB lines with color-coded available length. A selected sub-volume instead of the full data is shown for visualization purpose. The inspection of Fig. 5a and b suggests qualitative relationships between the shape of TPB lines and range in L A in the color scale for Ni in Ni-YSZ. Shorter TPB loops seem to correspond to smaller L A (Fig. 5b) . Further, the Ni available lengths in the longer and less tortuous open lines or loops correspond to larger available lengths. A clear relation is in contrast difficult to assess for YSZ ( Fig. 5c and d) .
The quantitative analysis of the TPB lines is shown in Fig. 6 . The bivariate distributions with the length of the TPB line objects and corresponding average available lengths as independent variables were generated from the 3-D object dataset. The fraction of TPB objects that are open lines is 0.29. Interestingly, a pronounced correlation between the size and available length on Ni is observed, especially for the TPB loops smaller than approximately 100 nm (Fig. 6c) . A similar but much less pronounced pattern is observed for the Ni open lines (Fig. 6d) . The distribution for YSZ is very different and a clear correlation is not observed (Fig. 6a and b) . It is here worth mentioning that the shortest TPB open lines correspond to fragments near the sample volume boundaries.
The correlation highlighted in Fig. 6c and d further confirms that the Ni phase after reduction has a distinct morphology compared to the ceramic phase. Fig. 7 suggests that the shape of the TPB lines is predominantly controlled by the spatial distribution of Ni, likely because in a first approximation only the Ni phase is mobile and redistributes upon reduction, which is qualitatively supported by the sharper and wedgier microstructure observed in Fig. 3a . Consequently, the relocation of the Ni phase characterized by higher mobility and lower melting temperature must adapt to the morphology of the YSZ.
A Ni particle (in red, translucency) constrained in the YSZ structure (light grey) is shown in Fig. 7a with a TPB line (red, loop) . The location complies with the expected Ni dihedral angle (~150 ) [27] . The available length on Ni in this specific configuration is dependent upon the radius of the particle in each slice considered, and therefore on the Ni morphology. This is illustrated qualitatively in Fig. 7b where a larger Ni particle is shown. YSZ lengths on the other hand do not exhibit a clear dependence in both cases. The Ni particle displayed in Fig. 7a is isolated and does not percolate with the other Ni regions, thus the TPB is not connected. Indeed, shorter closed TPB rings have a higher probability to be related to the junction of an isolated small inclusion and a much larger region of the opposite phase. This qualitative analysis however seems to hold for larger inclusions such as shown in Fig. 7b and c, for convex and concave Ni shapes.
The analysis of the correlation observed in Fig. 6 based upon selected cases shown in Fig. 7 is qualitative. Curvature analysis has been performed to include the variety of shapes in the Ni-YSZ heterogeneous microstructure. The description of the curvature measurement procedure is provided in Appendix B). Fig. 8aec report the ISDs (interfacial shape distributions) of the three ISA interfacial area combinations. The fraction of the surface corresponding to each of the four main shape categories is indicated in white. The diagonal dashed line with negative slope corresponds to constant mean curvature (k 1 þk 2 )/2. In particular, the line that separates the two saddle regions is characterized by null mean curvature. The distribution of YSZ shapes is similar for the pore/YSZ (Fig. 8a) and Ni/YSZ (Fig. 8c ) subsets, with ISDs mostly populated in the second and third regions corresponding to saddle shapes. This is in line with the hypothesis that the ceramic phase mainly acts as a matrix limiting the Ni relocation. The Ni surface facing pore (mirror of Fig. 9b ) appears comparatively shifted toward saddles of the second type and dimples. This is visually confirmed by Fig. 3b , which indicates that the interface between Ni and pore is slightly concave. This specific arrangement of Ni after reduction differs from a packed sphere representation. It is intuitively controlled by the large Ni dihedral angle (~150 ) [27] and minimization of surface area with highest energy g (g Pore/Ni > g Ni/YSZ >g Pore/YSZ ) within the constraint imposed by the YSZ scaffold. In this regard, the results indicate that the Ni surface enclosed between two YSZ regions has a slightly concave, rather than convex shape, where the kinetics of Ni reduction may play a role. The relationship between formed TPB lines and L A illustrated in Fig. 7 can also apply in a simplified view to Ni hourglass shapes constrained by YSZ. Indeed, narrow necks in slender shapes are likely to pinch-off and therefore populate the "bump" region in the ISD. The fraction with cylindrical shapes is also significant for the Ni/YSZ interfaces, which is in line with the need for the Ni phase to be located on YSZ regions where the dihedral angle condition is fulfilled.
Implications for electrode performance and microstructural design
The available length analysis clearly revealed features of the Ni-YSZ microstructure that stem from the manufacturing route and cannot be identified by the inspection of standard metric and topological properties. The results in Section 3.2 and Eq. (1) indicate first that design in the view of the maximization of the TPB density may not be optimal for all composite electrodes. Second, the presence of correlations between TPB line objects and L A,Ni , as well as the constraint L A,YSZ > L A,Ni (Section 3.3), lets anticipate potential for improving the effective electrocatalytic activity of state-of-theart electrode materials by guiding the selection of manufacturing methods and parameters depending upon the properties of the bulk phase material. Indeed, differences in the elementary steps in the reactions and surface transport properties result in specific requirements in terms of the three situations illustrated in Fig. 4a for an optimal balance between TPB density and available length.
The distributions in Fig. 3c , f indicate that the subset of available lengths smaller than the diffusion profiles discussed in the Introduction can be larger than a few percent, which is quantified in Fig. 9a . The latter provides the cumulative distribution of available lengths together with the estimated extensions of the diffusion profiles under polarization reported in the literature for Ni-YSZ (vertical dashed lines and shaded area). For such lengths, a limitation on the spillover reaction may occur, consequently on performance at these electrocatalytic sites, even if the TPB is connected and highly accessible. The percentage of measured available lengths lower than indicative thresholds are respectively 3e43% and 21e99% for Ni and YSZ. The vertical dashed lines indicate the lower value together with the range of variation in transparency (horizontal bars), showcasing that a strong uncertainty on the exact percentage remains. The ranges reported in the literature suggest that the morphology of the Ni phase is less critical for the performance than that of the YSZ phase. In particular, according to Goodwin [4] , the surface diffusion profile on YSZ may exceed 2 mm, which would be problematic for most of the TPB sites detected in the present Ni-YSZ material.
In the Ni-YSZ case treated here, the higher YSZ volume fraction for sufficient ion conduction and the observed inequality L A,YSZ > L A,Ni appears beneficial. Fig. 9 however indicates that the microstructure is not ideal in terms of the trade-off between available length and TPB density. Indeed, the optimal use of ISAs would be characterized by narrow L A distributions with the peak at values at or slightly larger than the corresponding diffusion profile. The table in Fig. 9 provides the fraction of connected TPB potentially subjected to limitation for the 4 possible combinations from the diffusion profile lengths reported in the literature and the breakdown for single or combined limitation. The results slightly differ from an analysis of each phase separately. They also indicate that the subset L A,Ni < 10 nm relates to small features on YSZ as well and is subjected to combined limitation (II) in any case, despite the conditions L A,YSZ > L A,Ni .
An available length slightly shorter than required for fully developed diffusion profiles on one or both surfaces may not be necessarily critical for the performance, but the determination of threshold values for acceptable performance penalty will require dedicated mechanistic charge-transfer studies and experimental validations. Besides changes in phase materials, differences in requirements on the available length can be also anticipated for a same composite, i.e. compared to the literature data used in Fig. 9 for Ni-YSZ, depending upon the electrode operation conditions. Typical examples that warrant future analyses are methane steam reforming and co-electrolysis, which are catalysed by Ni.
It is worth mentioning that Ni-YSZ is affected by microstructural degradation during operation [27e30] that is expected to modify the available length. The decrease in TPB density proceeds initially rapidly because of the fast rearrangement of the pore and Ni phases and then coarsening is slower typically after a few hundred hours [31e33]. The available length on Ni is intuitively expected to increase. Therefore, an additional significant degradation contribution due to that of the electro-catalytic properties of the TPB sites is not expected. A coarser Ni phase may result in changes in the available length on YSZ as well, but a detailed analysis will be required. The sensitivity of the available length measurement to differences in the microstructure that could not be anticipated by standard metrics may here also help to better describe the degradation of the Ni-YSZ microstructure in future.
The microstructural analysis in Section 3.3 indicates that differences in mobility during manufacturing (e.g. contrast in sintering properties and/or induced by chemical changes) between the phases, as well as wettability are relevant for controlling the available lengths, depending on the corresponding materials' electrocatalytic properties.
From the standpoint of sintering of randomly-dispersed powders and fixed combinations phase materials, the higher the difference in sizes between the particles of a same phase, the broader the associated distribution of available length, leading to an imperfect use of the interfacial surface area. The portion of shorter available length (left portion of the distribution) may cause limitation, while prolonged lengths do not provide benefit. Therefore, a small spread in the initial powders' sizes can facilitate the fabrication of microstructures with more predictable properties, independently of the sintering conditions. The L A measurements on artificially-generated packed sphere structures however demonstrate that this consideration remains largely imprecise, because of phase network topology (Fig. 3def ). In the case of very short diffusion profiles, the usual target of maximized TPB density is adequate, within the constraints of connectivity and accessibility considerations. If the extension of the diffusion profile is larger yet similar for both the solid phases (ratio in Fig. 2b approximately equal to one), the average available length scales with the phase size, even if in the case of a coarse phase, sufficiently low wettability must be guaranteed to maintain adequate ISA with pores. An increased volume fraction yields at a first appraisal a greater number of particles, more extended surface area and therefore average available length. Similar reasoning can be applied if the imbalance between the two phase is very large, i.e. the surface of one phase is not relevant for the charge-transfer rate, until the penalty on charge transport becomes dominant.
Conclusions
The electrochemical performance of solid oxide cell electrode composite materials is known to be dependent upon the density of TPBs and their accessibility by the transport of gas species, electrons and ions. This study investigates the additional potential effect of the local morphology near the TPBs. It is focused on the characterization of the extension of the surface on the two solid phases at each TPB, because a narrow or restricted surface may limit the diffusion of the surface species involved in charge-transfer and therefore affect the electrochemical performance.
A spilling algorithm was created to measure the available length, a property to quantify the extension of regions available for surface diffusion on 3-D reconstructions obtained by e.g. x-ray nanotomography or focused-ion beam e scanning electron microscopy. The current approach is stereological and consists in scanning the 3-D volumes slice by slice in 3 directions, where TPBs are points and each diffusion surface a line. The available length was first measured in a set of artificially-generated packed sphere structures with controlled properties for validation. The results were successfully compared with a percolation theory-based model, which expresses the dependence of the available lengths on the interfacial surface areas and coordination number of the solid phases expected for such structures.
A real Ni-YSZ electrode was selected as a first study case and imaged by imaged by FIB-SEM. The measured distributions of available lengths indicate a spread over about 2 orders of magnitude. The available length was larger on YSZ than Ni, which is a trend opposite to the phase diameter. The subset of TPBs with electrochemical performance potentially affected by the local morphology may not be negligible, 3e43% and 21e99% for Ni and YSZ, based on the estimated lengths of the diffusion profiles from the literature. This result warrants targeted efforts to quantify the effect, which is classically overlooked in analyses based upon TPB density and effective phase transport properties.
The relation between the two available lengths at each TPB, as well as the size of the TPB regions were investigated with the support of interfacial shape distributions computed by curvature analysis. The results highlighted microstructural characteristics, which cannot be identified by the inspection of standard metric and topological properties. The relatively high sintering temperature for NiO-YSZ and the reduction of Ni involved in the synthesis yields a microstructure where a clear relationship exists between the phase size, available length, extension and shape of the TPB regions, mostly for Ni. In particular, TPBs with a large available length on Ni also benefit from a larger available length on YSZ. Further, small available lengths often correspond to isolated TPBs, as expected from the relationship with the local Ni phase size.
The study indicates first that design in the view of the maximization of the TPB density may not be optimal for all composite electrodes. Differences in the elementary steps in the reactions and surface transport properties should be accounted specifically for each phase. Second, the inspection of NI-YSZ microstructure suggests possibilities for tailoring the available length by adjustments of the manufacturing route, sintering properties and material dihedral angles. The sensitivity of the available length measurement to differences in the microstructure, which could not be anticipated by standard metrics, may also help to better describe the degradation of the Ni-YSZ microstructure and the impact on performance after aging. description.
where J i and r i are the solid volume fraction and the radius of the phase i, respectively.
The total coordination number for the solid phase i (Z i ) is computed according to Eq. (A2) [26] . The value of the overall average coordination number of all solid particles Z is often set equal to 6, based on estimation from synthetic packed spheres structures [34, 35] . It was set equal to 5.3 for the Ni-YSZ and LSM-YSZ, which corresponds to measurements performed for electrode materials such as investigated in this study in Ref. [2] using a discrete representation of the microstructure provided by skeleton edge and vertices-based partitioning.
The intra and inter-phase coordination numbers are expressed in Eqs. A3 and A4, respectively.
The number of particles per unit volume n V i is computed as the ratio between the volume fraction 4 i and the spherical volume of the solid phases i (Eq. (A5)). Even if the estimated value for hard spheres is expected inferior than the actual number of particles present in artificial packed spheres volumes, because of the overlap to manipulate the neck size, it can be considered valid as long as the contact angles among particles do not exceed 30 [36] .
A stereological simplification passing from a 3-D to a 2-D representation shown in Fig. A1 is adopted to compare the direct measurement of the available length by the spilling algorithm with the estimate from the percolation model for mono-sized particles.
The interfacial surface areas ISA TOT per unit of volume in the artificial structures presented in Table A1 were measured using the standard methods described in the section "Methodology". Division by n V i provides the amount of surface shared by the i particle with pores and with the particles of opposite phase (Eq. (A6)).
The shared surface among each couple of particles can be approximated by dividing the coordination number (Eq. (A7)). As mentioned previously, this assumption formally holds in the case of small contact angles.
As shown in Fig. A1 with dashed red lines, the TPB circumferences at inter-phase contacts are computed with Eq. (A8), and the related radius with Eq. (A9).
The available length L Ai is computed by gradually expanding a hypothetical annulus (with external radius r MAX i ) until the contact surface S Pore=i is fully covered (Eq. (A10)). Therefore, the ratio between the area of the annulus (with external radius r MAX i and internal radius r TPB i=j ) and the perimeter of the TPB yields the expression for the available length Eq. (A11). S Pore=i À p r 2 MAX i À r 2 TPB i=j Z i=j ¼ 0 (A10)
Appendix B. Curvature analysis Curvature analysis was performed to investigate the relation between available length and local morphology. A triangular surface mesh of the three-phase volumes is generated using Avizo's implementation of the marching cube algorithm followed by modified shrinkage-free Gaussian smoothing (two iterations with a vertex displacement weight of 0.6). The surface mesh for each individual phase is then reconstructed using Matlab post-processing routines. The principal curvatures k 1 and k 2 at each patch of the reconstructed meshes are measured by Avizo based on a local quadratic surface fit and four repetitions of averaging among patches sharing common mesh edges (two layers of neighbor patches were considered). The subset of principal curvatures corresponding to each inter-phase surface in the full mesh dataset is finally retrieved using Matlab routines and weighted by the corresponding subset of triangle areas to generate interfacial shape distributions (ISD) [37] . The bi-variate ISD plots can be divided into four distinct regions, respectively bumps (k 1 and k 2 > 0), saddles of the first type (k 1 > -k 2 ), saddles of the second type (k 1 < -k 2 ) and dimples (k 1 and k 2 < 0). Surfaces that lay on the 45 diagonal with positive slope have a spherical shape, while those on the two axes have cylindrical shape. In the case of negative k 2 , those surfaces surround the void at the interior. The origin of the plot represents a planar surface. The zones k 1 < k 2 are not populated, because of the principal curvature definition. It is worth mentioning that interfaces measured from opposite sides (i.e. Ni/YSZ vs YSZ/Ni) would correspond to similar plots reversed over the diagonal line k 1 ¼ -k 2 (where the mean curvature is null), e.g. a predominance of dimples is mirrored by a prevalence of bumps in the complementary ISA set.
